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Water Play 
at Its Best

As every parent knows, kids have a big say on where 
families go, and how long they stay—it’s why this 
form of family based attraction is so vital to your 
park. Providing the whole family with a place to 
play, one that keeps them engaged for hours, where 
parents can either join in or easily supervise from 
the sidelines, will keep guests of all ages happy and 
on-site longer. It can mean the difference between a 
single-visit and a season pass.

With a versatile range of sizes to fit any footprint, 
budget, and capacity requirement, our AquaPlay line 
delivers high play value with plenty of interactive play 
features, water sprays, and water slides. These water 
playgrounds can also be custom themed or choose 
from our library of immersive themes – both of which 
will make your AquaPlay become the focal point for 
kids.

Our entire AquaPlay line is designed following the 
most strict international standards, and tested in-
house to ensure the safety of all users. All components 
are stringently tested and even its commissioning 
is done to follow the most strict regulations and 
international codes to make sure it operates correctly 
and safely.
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• Starting at the pool level, using a zero-depth pool entry or a 
wet deck will make any attraction more accessible for those with 
physical limitations. 

• Upgrading from concrete to Life Floor, an impact-absorbing 
flooring, will increase playability and safety for all guests. 

• Add ramps and ADA doors to AquaPlay decks so that children with 
physical limitations can reach slides and higher up interactives.

• Consider increasing the water temperature at some attractions so 
that kids with conditions that maybe preclude them from colder 
temperatures can play.

• Add visual cues to alert children with hearing impairments that the 
tipping bucket is about to tip.

Tips to 
improve 
your park’s 
inclusiveness:

Fun for All Capacity

Adding a multi-level play structure is the perfect way 
to increase your capacity without increasing land 
use. By building up, you’re adding, depending on 
size, instantaneous capacity without queue lines for 
hundreds of guests. 

Capacities range from approximately 62 people on an 
AquaPlay 50 to over 1,600 on a FusionFortress 17.

Solutions to Fit 
Your Needs

Fun for All Ages

Age-specific products such as an AquaPlay create 
segregated zones where toddlers can play and feel 
safe as parents look on, while our RainFortress create 
a round-the-clock family entertainment stop.

Fun for All Spaces

Whether it’s indoor or outdoor, a larger corner of your 
park, or a tiny wet deck, we have a product that is 
right for you.

Small footprints can be maximized by building up 
with our multi-level play structures, such as AquaPlay, 
RainFortress, and FusionFortress, to increase your play 
space along with capacity. AquaPlay 750 and Life Floor
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Portfolio &
Specifications
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AquaPlay

Setting the Standard

The original multi-level interactive play structure, AquaPlay helped define an industry. 
Designed to ignite imaginations and create endless adventures for kids of all ages, 
these play structures create hubs of fun where families can spend the day.

Optimal Play Value

Chockfull of interactive features such as 
falls, valves, cranks, water cannons, and 
spray features, AquaPlay gives your guests 
the ability to pick and choose their fun. 
Cause and effect elements, surprise sprays, 
and water slides create a water playground 
for guests of all ages to explore and 
conquer.

Completely Versatile 

From small to enormous, we have an 
AquaPlay model to fit your park. Ultra 
versatile with over 10 available models 
and even more configurations, there is 
a model for every footprint, budget, and 
demographic. 

AquaPlay structures offer an endless stream 
of possibilities when it comes to custom 
themes. With installations worldwide, 
WhiteWater has created many inspired 
themes to captivate the imagination. 

AquaPlay 750 - Courtyard Anaheim

AquaPlay 1750 - CoCoKey Waterpark
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Models 

For water slide colour selection, please refer to our Water Slide & Tower Finishes guide.

AquaPlay™ multi-level interactive play structures are protected under the following patents:  
5194048, 5662525, 5405294, 5967901, 6786830, 5820471, 6132318, 6210287, 6569023.

Approx. Pool Size 123 m2 (1320 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 8.8x7.9x3.8 m (29x26x12 ft)

FEATURES

Total
Capacity

Total 
Features

62 25
Interactive 
Features

4

AP 50

Approx. Pool Size 179 m2 (1930 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 9.2x6.9x4.2 m (30x23x14 ft)

FEATURES

Total 
Capacity

Total 
Features

70 28
Interactive 
Features

8

AP 100

Approx. Pool Size 203 m2 (2190 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 7.1x9x6.4 m (23x30x21 ft)

FEATURES

Total 
Capacity

Total 
Features

84 37
Interactive 
Features

8

AP 
150TB

Approx. Pool Size 181 m2 (1950 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 11.3x8x6.1 m (37x26x20 ft)

FEATURES

Total 
Capacity

Total 
Features

105 40
Interactive 
Features

9

AP 
200TB

AquaPlay™ 150, 200, 250, 300 also available without the tipping bucket.

Approx. Pool Size 236 m2 (2540 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 10.1x11.7x6.7 m (33x39x22 ft)

FEATURES

Total 
Features

128 42
Interactive 
Features

10

AP 
250TB

Approx. Pool Size 261 m2 (2810 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 12.1x9.9x6.1 m (40x33x20 ft)

FEATURES

Total 
Features

140 52
Interactive 
Features

10

AP 
300TB

Total 
Capacity

Total 
Capacity

= Also available as Ready-to-Play
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Approx. Pool Size 303 m2 (3260 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 16.2x7.8x7.1 m (53x25x23 ft)

FEATURES
Total 

Features

160 52
Interactive 
Features

12

AP 
350TB

Approx. Pool Size 315 m2 (3390 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 14.2x13.1x7.1 m (47x43x23 ft)

FEATURES

AP 
550TB

Total 
Features

186 63
Interactive 
Features

16

Approx. Pool Size 302 m2 (3250 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 14.2x14.5x6.4 m (47x48x21 ft)

FEATURES
Total 

Features

190 66
Interactive 
Features

20

AP 
650TB

Approx. Pool Size 344 m2 (3700 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 17.1x11x7.1 m (56x36x23 ft)

FEATURES

AP 
750TB

Total 
Features

221 70
Interactive 
Features

23

AquaPlay™ multi-level interactive play structures are protected under the following patents:  
5194048, 5662525, 5405294, 5967901, 6786830, 5820471, 6132318, 6210287, 6569023. AquaPlay™ 350, 550, 650, 750 also available without the tipping bucket.

Total 
Capacity

Total 
Capacity

Total 
Capacity

Total 
Capacity

= Also available as Ready-to-Play
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Approx. Pool Size 502 m2 (5400 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 21.9x19x9.9 m (72x62x33 ft)

FEATURES 1050A

AP 
1050

Total
Capacity

Total 
Features

385 93
Interactive 
Features

30

Approx. Pool Size 488 m2 (5250 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 20.8x16.6x9.9 m (68x55x33 ft)

FEATURES 1050B

Approx. Pool Size 474 m2 (5100 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 20x22x10.4 m (66x72x34 ft)

FEATURES 1050T

Total
Capacity

Total 
Features

360 97
Interactive 
Features

30

AquaPlay™ multi-level interactive play structures are protected under the following patents:  
5194048, 5662525, 5405294, 5967901, 6786830, 5820471, 6132318, 6210287, 6569023.

Approx. Pool Size 618 m2 (6650 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 22.7x23.5x12.3 m (74x77x41 ft)

FEATURES

Total
Capacity

Total 
Features

540 135
Interactive 
Features

48

AP 
1750

AquaPlay 1050 - Atlantis Paradise Island, Bahamas

AquaPlay 1050 - Ocean World at Vivaldi Resort

= Also available as Ready-to-Play

Total
Capacity

Total 
Features

385 95
Interactive 
Features

30
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AquaPlay+

Our Newest AquaPlay Generation

Our newest and greatest AquaPlay option delivers a classic experience with updated 
aesthetics. These models include a new guardrail system that uses polycarbonate 
panels rather than steel pickets, cleaner aesthetic, and more opportunity to create a 
themed environment with graphics. Our newest models also introduce cause-and-effect 
staccato blasters for another interactive play element.

AP+ is available on all models from AP50 to AP1050T.

AquaPlay+ 1050 - Tropical Theme

AquaPlay+ 150TB - Beach Theme

Ready-to-Play

Just Choose One and Go!

Our standardized models and most cost-effective product option. All these models 
have the shortest lead time, fastest commissioning, and feature our highly interactive 
AquaPlay styling with classic theming. 

Ready-to-Play AP750TB - Beach Theme

Ready-to-Play AP1750 - Pirate Theme

Ready-to-Play RF5C - Tropical Theme 

Look for this icon to see the 5 models available as Ready-to-Play and select 
from 3 different theme options.
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RainFortress

Hours of Water Play Fun

With hundreds of interactive elements, 
RainFortress is a sight to behold. This 
impressive structure offers non-stop 
family entertainment in a delightfully 
playful setting and encourages hours of 
water play and fun.

Compact Footprint 

The next size up, after AquaPlay, our RainFortresses have even more playability with more platforms, water 
slides, and water features. Up your park’s capacity and play value without giving up square footage as 
RainFortress builds up, reaching over 7 meters (24 feet) into the air.

RainFortress 6 - NRH2O Family Water Park

RainFortress 5 - Island H2O Live! Water Park

RainFortress 5 - Zoombezi Bay Columbus Zoo
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Approx. Pool Size 730 m2 (7860 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 30.8x27.6x12.8 m (101x91x42 ft)

FEATURES
Total

Capacity
Total 

Features

610 193
Interactive 
Features

62

RF 5C

AquaPlay™ multi-level interactive play structures are protected under the following patents:  
5194048, 5662525, 5405294, 5967901, 6786830, 5820471, 6132318, 6210287, 6569023.

Approx. Pool Size 851 m2 (9160 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 35.5x34x12.8 m (116x112x42 ft)

FEATURES
Total

Capacity
Total 

Features

740 211
Interactive 
Features

75

RF 6

Approx. Pool Size 1019 m2 (10970 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 34.7x28.7x12.8 m (114x94x42 ft)

FEATURES
Total

Capacity
Total 

Features

981 257
Interactive 
Features

82

RF 8

Models

RF 4LC

Approx. Pool Size 607 m2 (6530 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 26.2x22.8x12.8 m (86x75x42 ft)

FEATURES
Total

Capacity
Total 

Features

502 182
Interactive 
Features

53

= Also available as Ready-to-Play

For water slide colour selection, please refer to our 
Water Slide & Tower Finishes guide.
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FusionFortress

The World’s First All-in-one Water Park 

Combining the interactivity of an AquaPlay with a wide range of water slides, from kids’ 
to high-thrill, FusionFortress is a mini-water park in a compact footprint. With multiple 
levels of fun to explore, families can spend the day revelling in all of the experiences 
that FusionFortress has to offer.

The Biggest Structure with 
the Most Splash

Featuring some of WhiteWater’s most 
legendary slides, two tipping buckets for 
maximum splash, and over 100 interactive 
features, FusionFortress makes an iconic 
cornerstone to any park. Or let it stand 
alone with a lazy river for a very viable 
starter water park.

FusionFortress 15 - Gimhae Lotte Water Park

FusionFortress 17 - OCT Tianjin

FusionFortress 17 featuring our iconic Boomerango - OCT Tianjin
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5194048, 5662525, 5405294, 5967901, 6786830, 5820471, 6132318, 6210287, 6569023.

Models

FF 10

Approx. Pool Size 1997 m2 (22500 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 54.8x42.7x16.8 m (180x140x55 ft)

FEATURES
Total

Capacity
Total 

Features

1615 403

Interactive 
Features

154

FF 17

Approx. Pool Size 1433 m2 (15430 ft2)

Approx. Unit Size 38.7x40.8x18.9 m (127x134x62 ft)

FEATURES
Total

Capacity
Total 

Features

1270 280

Interactive 
Features

101

FusionFortress 15 - Chimelong Water Park

FusionFortress 17 - Rigby’s Water World

For water slide colour selection, please refer to 
our Water Slide & Tower Finishes guide.
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Features 
and Options

Interactives 

Each one of our interactive water play products features a variety of interactive elements—those 
fun, hands-on features that empower kids to play, not just with water, but with their fellow 
merrymakers. 

Cause-and-effect interactives, water cannons, and surprise geysers increase the play value on 
all our structures. Robust and kid-approved, they have been carefully designed to ensure that 
they work through whatever punishment kids and the weather can throw at them.

Standard on AquaPlay, RainFortress, and FusionFortress.

Pull Ropes

Bubbler JetsTipping Cone

Spinning Tray

Bubbler Jets

Hose Jets

Interactive Arching Jets 

Peacock Arching Jets 

Pipe Falls

Pools and Falls

Pull Ropes

Single Arching Jet

Spinning Tray

Tipping Cone

Tipping Trough

Umbrella Jets

Staccato Blaster (only applies for AP+)

A complete 
range of 
interactive 
experiences
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Tipping Buckets

Our patented tipping bucket, with sound indicator, produces a huge splash footprint for an 
engaging and exciting experience, available on select AquaPlay models, RainFortress and 
FusionFortress. The familiar scene of the building anticipation as kids stand in the optimal 
splash zone waiting for the deluge of water to pour over them is a favourite in water parks the 
world over. 

• AP150 – AP300 uses a 600L Tipping Bucket

• AP350 – AP1050T uses a 1200L Tipping Bucket

• AP1750 and RainFortresses use 1800L “RF” Bucket 

• FusionFortresses use 3000L “FF” Tipping Bucket

RainFortress 4
Dollywood Splash Country

RainFortress 5
Kalahari Sandusky

AquaPlay 750
Yas WaterWorld

AquaPlay 550 - Audubon Nature Institute 

RainFortress 6 - NRH2O Family Water Park

AquaPlay 1050 - Atlantis The Palm Resort
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Fountains and Giant Geysers

To add even more splash and fun to our interactive water play models, we can also 
add giant geysers or synchronizable fountains. Please contact us to learn more about 
features and options.

FusionFortress 17 - Mt. Olympus

FusionFortress 17 - OCT Hunan

RainFortress 4 - Michigan Adventure
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Water Slides

The industry-leading and highest quality, safest and most innovative fiberglass water slides that 
are showcased on our slide towers are also available on all our interactive water play products. 

With an extensive library of water slides to pull from, we’ve carefully chosen the right thrill level 
and ride experience for each of our multi-level play structures.

FusionFortress 10 - OCT Playa Maya Shanghai

FusionFortress 17 - OCT Tianjin

FusionFortress 10 - OCT XiangyangChampagne Bowl
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Theming

All of our interactive water play structures are available in standard colours or custom theme. 
WhiteWater’s team of artists and designers can enhance any play structure or spray park with 
detailed hand-carved theming to stimulate the imagination. Send your guests on an adventure 
through a tropical jungle or deep into a colourful ocean.

Our in-house team of experts can adapt IP, local imagery, storyline, branding, or signage to 
transform your space into an immersive and unique play experience.

RainFortress 5 - Calypso Theme Park

RainFortress 5 - Legoland Malaysia

AquaPlay 1050 - Blue Parrot Waterpark

Cowabunga Bay
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Play Surfaces

Our recommended play surface for all our interactive water play products is Life 
Floor. Created as an alternative to conventional surface coatings, Life Floor is a 
foam-rubber flooring system that delivers unparalleled safety, play value, and 
comfort. Kids are able to play freely without the fear of getting hurt due to Life Floor’s 
impact absorption technology which is proven to significantly reduce slips and falls.

Offered in 30 colours, two textures, and a variety of thematic inlays, Life Floor’s 
die-cut designs are available in a growing collection of shapes, including seashells, 
animal footprints, and flora. Custom designs are available upon request.

Available on and under multi-level play structures, pool decks, splash pads, zero-
depth entries, and play features.

Stairs - Lopesan Costa Bavaro Resort

Atlantis The 
Palm Resort

Overview - Lopesan Costa Bavaro ResortAquaPlay 750 - Courtyard Anaheim

AquaPlay 750 - The Palm Island Water Park

AquaPlay 750 - Courtyard Anaheim
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WhiteWater’s water slides are made from industry-leading SilkTek fiberglass and can 
feature AquaLucent and translucent fiberglass to create truly memorable slide experiences. 

• Deck surfaces are made of non-skid finishes that are gentle on the feet and easy to 
keep clean.

• Above the water line, structures are made entirely from galvanized and triple-coated 
steel that is available in over 200 colors. 

• All our interactive elements have been kid-tested for play value to ensure that they’re 
not only fun but can also stand up to the rigours of use and weather.

• The entire structure follows the most strict international standards, and tested in-house 
to provide only the safest experience.

What does this mean for you and your park when you buy any of our interactive water 
play products, or any product, from WhiteWater? You will be buying the highest quality, 
safest, and most thrilling attractions on the market—attractions that we stand by with our 
WhiteWater Warranty.

Stainless steel and galvanized 
piping are finished with a 
premium coating system 
that keeps your AquaPlay™ 
looking brand new for years.

Patented 
Technology
7,175,534; CA2754394 A1; 
US20120083350 A1; 
O2013052142 A1

A Rust Free 
Environment

Steel standpipe

Galvanized 
coating and paint 
preparation

Special epoxy 
primer

Top coat 
polyurethane 
finish

Second coat 
chemical resistant 

polyurethane finish 
(standpipes in water)

Nylon 
coated valve

Quality 
That Lasts

AquaPlay sets the standard for all aquatic play. With over a thousand play structures 
installed over the last two decades, this is an essential component of every park, a 
crowd pleaser with proven longevity and appeal. 

WhiteWater designs and manufactures all of our interactive water play products in our 
North American facility in order to control and ensure their quality. Safety is paramount 
at WhiteWater, and the design of our interactive water play structures is no exception—
using probes, walkthroughs are completed to identify, and if present, eliminate 
entrapment and pinch points on all structures.

Designed to meet the toughest aquatic environments, both indoor and out, every 
structure and feature is carefully considered and constructed from the highest quality 
components.
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FusionFortress 17 - Rigby’s Water World

Designed to ignite imaginations 
and create endless adventures 
for kids of all ages, these play 
structures create hubs of fun 
where families can spend the 
day. 

Give us a call so we can start 
working with you to create more 
than a playground but a water 
play attraction built to delight. 
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Head Office (Vancouver) 
+1.604.273.1068 
whitewater@whitewaterwest.com
www.whitewaterwest.com

Asia Pacific Office (Shanghai) 
+86 21 32567586 
whitewater@whitewaterwest.cn
www.whitewaterwest.cn

Europe Office (Munich)
+49 89 904 2282 30

Middle East Office (Dubai) 
+971 (0) 4 422 9318 

WhiteWater was born in 1980 with one clear purpose, to create places where 
families unite and make joyful lasting memories.

We achieve this by standing alongside our customers from concept to completion 
of award-winning attractions, from slides to water rides and everything in between. 
We aim to inspire our clients by unleashing our creativity to realize their ambitions; 

we craft solutions which make each park unique. We are dedicated to making 
products that operators can count on, because we understand the importance of 

reliability and efficiency on the bottom line.  

As market leaders, we put our success down to our attitude, in all our years 
we’ve never once forgotten why we’re here – to help parks solve problems, create 

immersive experiences, and delight guests all over the world. 

We’re here to create places where fun thrives. 
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